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A nameless man passes all his existence in a room. Within this small universe he develops his 
own world, a fantasy made out of fragments of the present, the past and the desired, parts of a 
picture where the complete image is the biography of the character. TUO/OUT is the export of 
this  fantasy  in  an  urban  environment,  it’s 
encounter with the outside: the characters and 
the situations, born in claustrophobic conditions 
are replaced and shifted, changing completely 
in their meaning. Practice of  habits necessary 
for survival,   invented heroes,  childish games 
that become pass-times,  sexual upsets and the 
memory  of  an  abandonment,  become  the 
elements  that  make  up  the  act.  Efforts  to 
communicate  attempted  by  someone  who  is 
unable to do so, having all ways been confned 
far away from the world.

The encounter between a dimension which is intimate and claustrophobic and the urban space 
feels alienating. Like spying on someone living in house without walls.  The relation with the 
public develops consequently; in the most autistic moments the performer gives himself to being 

observed  in  those  of  openness  he  delicately 
seeks a relation with the audience. That which 
may initially seem like lunacy turns out to be a 
condition  known  to  everyone,  one   which 
everyone is  used  to come to terms with. An 
inroad in the intimate, interior disorder and in 
the  quest  for  contact,  communication  and 
acceptance.  The  outlook  of  the  individual’s 
experience meets with the gaze of the crowd: 
the  two  dimensions  refect  each  other 
completing one another.

Such completion offers the possibility for a 
meditation  on  suffering  and   how  it  is 
possible to unravel it, make it ductile, more 
acceptable;  as  Calvino  teaches,  it  is 
necessary, for such  a research, to remove 
weight, to seek for lightness, in same way as 
Perseus  who  by  fying  escapes  the  direct 
vision  of  Medusa  pushing  his  gaze  on 
something  that  can  reveal  it’s  self  only 
through  un-direct  vision,  in  an  image 
captured by a mirror.
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The  inquiry  is  focused  on  the  simplicity  of 
tragedy.  The  protagonist  of  the  story  is 
without  doubt  the  protagonist  of  a 
contemporary  tragedy,  stripped  of  any 
mythical  relevance,  stripped  of  heroes  and 
gods,  antagonist  and  allies.  Tragedy 
becomes  a  means  to  investigate  suffering, 
dukkha,  the  nearly  un-translatable  sanscrit 
term meaning the incapacity to be satisfed. 
Frustration.

The performance takes place in any available 
urban  spaces  and  is  adaptable  to  any 
circumstance. The only request is the passage 
of  an audience who if wanting to must be able 
to stop and look, along with the availability of 
an audio device adequate to the situation.

The material of TUO/OUT comes from Dukkha 
–private action, a show for a solo actor and 
frst stage of project organized in three parts.

You can see the performance's video here: 

www.vimeo.com/11739693
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Press Release

Corriere del Mezzogiorno
“Resina, dagli stracci ecco spuntare il teatro”

by Marco Perillo

Success for Effetto Larsen's performance at the clothes market.
It reminded the audience of Chaplin

NAPOLI   In  tha 70's  the British  director  Peter  Brook went  to  Africa to fnd theater's  “zero 
grade”:  that  form  of  primitive  contact  between  performer  and  unprepared  audience,  to 
experiment  reactions  and  suggestions.  Today,  in  Resina's  clothes  market,  we  had  a  similar 
experience. Thanks to the oestrus of the group Effetto Larsen from Milan, that brought between 
stands, scooters and clothes sellers the performance “TUO/OUT”.
The involuntary audience, unused to this kind of performance, got stupifed. Matteo Lanfranchi, 
performer  who  collected  similar  experiences  in  the  streets  of  Milan,  Bologna and   Rome, 
disguised himself as a woman to capture the chaotic streets' attention. Then using mime, music 
and grotesque effects he put on stage the life of a man who spent his whole life in a room. In his  
small universe he develops a world on his own, composed by fragments of present and past 
desires.
The  way  he  contacts  people,  including  children  and  old  ladies,  is  really  touching.  Even 
Ercolano's youngsters, who can't sit still, turned off the scooters and stopped to watch. In the 
end the audience had different reactions: to older people the performance reminded of Chaplin, 
younger  ones  talked  about  Mister  Bean.  Very  touching  the  scene  where  the  protagonist  
pretends to hang himself with a rope: lots of Ercolano's people saw it as a suggestion not to give  
up when in diffculty. Other people instead read in the frst part the desire of talking about the  
diffcult moment gay people are living: different ways of “catharsis” leaded by theater's magical 
instrument.
“Eruzioni” festival continues till Sunday: next on stage Socìetas Raffaello Sanzio, Ubu's prize 
2009 Pathosformel, Ricci/Forte, Zaches Teatro and Naif Herin.
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Effetto Larsen
Effetto Larsen was founded in 2007 in Milan by Matteo Lanfranchi, a graduated actor at the Paolo 
Grassi Academy in Milan. The purpose of the association is to promote research projects in the feld 
of performance, and in particular through the theatre language. According to the needs and desires 
linked  to  each  project,  Effetto  Larsen  collaborates  with  different  people  active  in  theatrical 
expression: technicians, sound designer, musicians, videomakers, dancers.

The Larsen effect is the noise developed when the sounds produced by a speaker is captured, with a 
suffcient signal power,  by a microphone and transmited back to the same speaker. The effect is 
possible because of a louder frequency transmitted from the speaker and than amplifed louder and 
louder by the speaker itself, in a potentially endless process. For us, this word is a metaphor of a 
way of building relationships, to expand, to communicate: the compass of our research process.

Effetto Larsen organized the work in progress laboratory Larsen Lab as one of its frst events: without 
any pedagogic or productive intents, its main purpose was to create a meeting and training place,  
where is possible for people to make proposals on the creative process; the laboratory’s aim is to 
create the possibility to practice theater without productive pressures or performance anxieties. It 
represents the luxury of a place devoted to pure exploration. A place of meeting, a safe place in 
which we can discuss on about our certainties.

Effetto Larsen’s frst performance is Dukkha – a private action  scene for one actor. This work it’s the 
frst part of a project about sufferance and its origins. It’s objective is to discover which situations 
produce  sufference,  to  do a  simple  map of  it  through the  performance language.  The show is 
sustained by the G.A.I (Young Italiani Artists), for the  Movin'Up project and it had a support for 
touring in foreign countries. In 2008, the performance won the special mention at contest UpNea -  
Suburbia Festival

In June 2007 it realized D.VERSO, a multimedia project about people’s differences. This project was 
presented at the Teatro Verdi in Milan, for the Health's Week, organized by the district of Milan, 
which sustained the production.

The video  Framossi was realized in 2007 too. It is an adaptation of a famous scene of Büchner's  
Woyzeck for spaces, stains and sounds, inspired to Kandinsky. 

In 2008 Effetto Larsen created  TUO/OUT, urban performance realized for the festival Danae in 
Milan on a bench in front of the theater Litta. It won the frst prize at the urban dramaturgy contest at  
the Borgo Teatro in Bologna (2009).

In 2008 Effetto Larsen realized also  Lo sguardo di Amleto (Hamlet's Gaze), winning  the second 
prize  to  the  International  Festival  of  Theater  Production  Fantasio  Piccoli.  The  show  was  later 
presented at the Teatro della Contraddizione in Milan in 2010.

In  2009  Effetto  Larsen  wins  the  Biennal  of  Young  Artists  Exhibition  from  Europe  and  the 
Mediterranean  -  Skopje  2009  with  Aggregazione  (Gathering),  the  second  part  of  the  project 
Dukkha.

In 2010 Effetto Larsen developed the third and last part of the Dukkha project,  Elogio del disagio 
(Uneasiness' eulogy),  and the mass urban performance STORMO, both produced by Milan's Danae 
Festival.
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